A method of improving the spatial resolution of treatments that involve a multileaf collimator.
In this paper we present a novel method of reducing the dosimetric effects of the finite leaf width of a multileaf collimator (MLC) in conformal and intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT). This is achieved by decomposing the required high-resolution fluence distribution into two orthogonal components, which are delivered with two leaf sweeps with head-twists differing by 90 degrees. Before the decomposition stage, a filter is applied to the required beam to force it to have a constant gradient in the two delivery directions. The component deliveries were found to be very spiky in nature, resulting in very inefficient delivery with the scanning leaves of our MLC. This method was evaluated using film dosimetry of four idealized beams: a 45 degree edge, a circle, a hemispherical intensity modulated beam (IMB) and a sine-like IMB. The measurements showed that this method had significantly reduced the effects of the 1 cm leaf width of our MLC at the 50% isodose level, but there was significant overdosage at the edge of the field and immediately inside the held edge. This method shows promise but further work is required before it may find clinical utility.